THE 2017 JIHAD AGAINST THE BUDDHISTS,
AND THE MINORITY HINDUS, MRO, THET, KAMPTI
AND ANY OTHERS, BY THE BENGALI MUSLIMS
by Rick Heizman, Sept 3, 2017, San Francisco
This Jihad is actually an ever-ongoing Jihad that started during Mohammad’s life,
and for centuries marched and conquered every land in every direction. Now, this
new spike of savage, intolerance is not really new - but it is at a severely dangerous
point, and must be dealt with in such a way that it does not continue.
What is happening in Rakhine State, Myanmar, historically known as the Buddhist
Kingdom of Arakan is also ongoing and happening in Bangladesh, where horrible
massacres, village burnings, rapes, and violence are pushing the remaining
population (less than 1%) of Buddhists, and any other infidels, out. As well, in
southern Thailand the Buddhists are being terrorized, killed, and sent fleeing. In
formerly ‘tolerant’ Indonesia and Malaysia, Buddhists are in great danger, Buddhist
temples are being destroyed, often with government declaring them ‘illegal’.
All of this mayhem is by people who have a ‘religion’ called Islam, which proclaims
that ‘ALLAH’ (God) wants Muslims to kill and conquer and destroy every culture,
every other religion, and every person that does not submit to Islam. And, their
‘holy’ book says that hundreds and hundreds of times. It is a religion of intolerance,
supremacy, and violence, in which its followers have NO SHAME, NO GUILT, and NO
COMPASSION towards infidels.
Let it be said, there are many Muslims in the world whom are peaceful and kind
people. They are largely born into the faith, and thankfully do NOT follow the Quran,
and are NOT interested in all of this Jihad nonsense. BUT, there are millions upon
millions of Muslims completely brain-washed by a bloody primitive ideology, that
threatens the world all over.
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Most of the world has been mislead and fooled by a relentless barrage of
demonizing, manipulated and outright false media, which has suffocated the voices,
fears, and concerns of the Rakhine Buddhist people. Think about this:
• Why do all people of different faiths and ethnicities get along fine with other,
except Bengali Muslims - who can not live harmoniously with any others?
• Why do we not hear anything bad about Bengali Hindus (there are about 100
million in India, Bangladesh, and abroad)?
HERE ARE IMAGES OF THE NEW WAVE OF JIHAD MADNESS WHICH LAUNCHED ON
AUGUST 25, 2017, IN RAKHINE STATE. SOME IMAGES ARE TAKEN FROM LOW
QUALITY VIDEOS THAT THE MUSLIMS TAKE AND POST ON THEIR VERY MANY JIHAD
WEBSITES AND FACEBOOK PAGES.

Notice how the boys are taught and encouraged to kill for ‘Allah’.
These two boys on video
are expressing, happily,
that they are going to
have their first chance to
kill Buddhists.
Translated, ‘We are
going to cut off the
heads of the Buddhists!’
This is why there is such
revulsion concerning
Islamic Madrassa
Schools, where this
generation of kids learn absolute hate, killing techniques, and Islamic Supremacy.
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Ata Ullah - one of the leaders of the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA), which
recently changed its name from the Harakah al-Yaqin (HaY) (translated as: the Faith
Movement, or the Movement of Certainty), perhaps a savvy move to have an English
name, and therefore minimize the Arab and Islamist connection, and to use the term
‘Arakan’ to strengthen the propaganda that the Bengali ‘Rohingya’ Muslims are
indigenous to the land of Arakan - which they are clearly not.

Why should the indigenous Buddhists of Arakan, living in their own homeland, with
their deeply rooted Buddhist Culture, have to live with these zombie-like killers,
whose homeland this is not, who want to steal this land from the Buddhists, and
make it a 100% Muslim only land ruled by Sharia Law?
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Waiting to make evening
attacks of Buddhist, Hindu,
or Tribal Myo and Diengnet
villages. All who cannot
escape will die violently, even
women and children will be
hacked to death.
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Everybody loves
Facebook - even
these killers

The Rakhine Buddhists are supposed
to live with these kind of people?

The Rakhine Buddhists are supposed
to citizenship to these kind of
people?
NO country on earth would give
citizenship to such people. They
should be put back in Bangladesh
which IS their ancestral homeland.
LET THE BUDDHISTS LIVE IN PEACE!
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Weapons, land mines.
Many roads in the
conflict zones have
landmines, making the
people cut off for fear
of using the roads.
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These refugees in Bangladesh (above) fleeing recently for their lives, as the
Rakhine Buddhists, Hindus, Christians, and tribal people in Rakhine State (below)
have to do. Many are trapped by destroyed bridges, and are hiding in jungles in
great fear, and with little food.
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Throughout the Muslims world the Muslim Media distorts, fabricates, manipulates, and
demonizes Buddhists (and others) to absurd degrees - and almost all Muslims will believe
nearly anything. Abu Dher Azzam is a senior cleric and spokesman from the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan who has a very large following. His talk about the history and the
violence in Arakan is some of the craziest, most hateful screed on earth.
Example: he says that Ma Thida Htway, the raped and murdered Buddhist girl in Arakan that
triggered the 2012 wave of violence had actually converted to Islam and, in fact, was raped by
Buddhist monks! Then the violence started (the Muslims started it) and as he said, “When
just in two weeks they killed more than 20,000 Muslims and injured more than 58,000, while
1500 families were displaced from their homes and around 500 cities and villages were
burned. [Burma is] a pagan Buddhist enemy which is the Kaffir (strongly derogative word
harsher then infidel), aggressive, oppressive, licentious state of Burma. We say to them and
to all Muslims that the only solution of this tragedy is Jihad”.
He continues, “[the word] Burma originally comes from the word “Bar’Ma” like how local
Burmese pronounce it, which means (in Arabic) land and water, and Arakan or “Araakaan” is
(Arabic) plural for “Rukun” – corner”.
His history is preposterous, but it serves the process of brainwashing the entire Muslim world
to hate and kill all Buddhists. He states, “The first Islamic kingdom in Arakan was established
by Suleiman Shah in 1382 and Muslims continued to rule Arakan for four centuries before the
Buddhist Burmese occupied the kingdom in 1867”.

HOW CAN ANYONE LIVE WIT THIS SORT OF CRAP?
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A very popular writer in the Muslim world
In his book Islam and Buddhism, Harun Yahya, a
Muslim-fundamentalist and an Islamic-creationist
and a convicted Turkish-criminal, concludes that
Buddhists’ accomplishments are purposeless and
that they are “destined for destruction” because their
understanding of God and religion is incompatible
with Islam. Harun Yahya accuses Buddhists of
“associating” false gods with the real one.
In the introduction page of his derogatory book he
had described Buddhism as superstitious,
mysterious, strange practices, deviant doctrines,
contrary to logic and intelligence, a dark form,
resulting great loss to devotees, a belief that does
not bring contentment, causing deep pessimism and
gloominess, inflicting serious psychological damage, inculcating laziness and
indolence, and does not urge its devotees to be better or develop themselves, to
beautify their environment, or to advance culturally.
That is a long list of demeaning words from Harun Yahya for Buddhism. And he is
deeply concerned that the western societies are getting more and more interested in
Buddhism as he cannot accept the truth that, generally, those who adopt Buddhism
do so because they believe in the logic of its philosophy.
He and many other Muslims have been threatened by the solid facts that Buddha’s
teachings are logical, no need to believe in an almighty creator God, no original sin,
salvation by one’s own efforts, compassionate to all beings, non-violent, nonsuperstitious, and absolutely compatible with science. So they hate Buddhism much
more than any other religions.
Just as all other non-Muslim groups, Buddhists are considered infidels in Islam.
But contrary to Judaism and Christianity, Buddhists does not have a god and
nor do they share parts of the old testament with Muslims. While Jews and
Christians are allowed to live in Muslim societies, as long as they pay
the jisya (Islamic term for protection money), Buddhists only have two choices
according to Islam: Converting to Islam or being killed.
This is why Buddhists are highest on Islam’s death list.
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VICTIMS - THEY DO THIS
FOR THE GLORY OF
‘ALLAH’?
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Surrounded by cheering zombies a Buddhist man is beat to death, and another
Buddhist is beheaded. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH, WE WILL NOT TOLERATE THIS EVIL!
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youtube channel: burma friend

